
Self-Esteem Reflection Worksheet

Client Information:

Full Name: ____________________________________________

Date of Birth: __________________________________________

Gender: _______________________________________________

Contact Information: ____________________________________

Emergency Contact: ____________________________________

Instructions: Take some time to reflect on the following questions and prompts. Write your 
answers in the spaces provided. Be honest with yourself and remember this is a safe space 
for self-discovery and growth.

1. Self-Appreciation: List three qualities or strengths about yourself that you admire. These 
can be related to your personality, skills, or achievements.

2. Inner Critic vs. Inner Friend: Identify a recent situation where your inner critic was 
particularly active. Describe what the inner critic was saying to you.

Situation: 

Inner Critic's Voice:

A.

B.

C.



3. Reframing Negative Thoughts: Take one negative thought from the previous question 
and reframe it into a more compassionate and realistic statement.

Negative Thought: 

Reframed Thought: 

4. Past Achievements: Write down three accomplishments or challenges you've overcome. 
How did you feel when you achieved them?

5. Daily Affirmations: Create three positive affirmations you can repeat daily to boost your 
self-esteem.

a. "I am _______________________________________________."

b. "I deserve ___________________________________________."

c. "I am capable of ______________________________________."

6. Self-Care Plan: List three self-care activities that make you feel good about yourself and 
boost your self-esteem.

A. Accomplishment Feeling:

B. Accomplishment Feeling:

C. Accomplishment Feeling:

A.



7. Body Positivity: Write a love letter to your body, expressing gratitude for its strength, 
resilience, and uniqueness.

Dear Body,

I want you to know that I appreciate...

8. Setting Boundaries: Describe a situation where you must set boundaries to protect your 
self-esteem. What boundary will you set, and how will you communicate it?

Situation: ______________________________________________________

Boundary: _____________________________________________________

Communication: ________________________________________________

B.

C.


	Full Name: Ralph P. Bartley
	Date of Birth:  6/14/1991
	Gender: Male
	Contact Information:  440-830-1403
	Emergency Contact: 440-233-8506
	undefined: During a work presentation, I stumbled over my words and felt embarrassed.
	undefined_2: You're so awkward! You should have prepared better. Everyone noticed your mistake.
	undefined_3: I'm always messing up in front of others.
	undefined_4: Mistakes happen to everyone; I'm learning and improving.
	A Accomplishment: Graduated with honors from university.
	Feeling:  Proud of my hard work and dedication.
	B Accomplishment: Ran a half-marathon.
	Feeling_2: Accomplished and physically strong.
	C Accomplishment: Overcame my fear of public speaking and delivered a successful presentation.
	Feeling_3: Empowered and confident.
	undefined_5:  capable of handling any challenges that come my way.
	undefined_6: love, respect, and happiness.
	undefined_7: steps towards my goals every day.
	A_2: Taking a relaxing bath with scented candles and soothing music.
	B_2: Spending quality time with close friends, sharing laughter and stories.
	C_2: Going for a nature walk to clear my mind and connect with the outdoors.
	Situation: A friend frequently calls late at night, causing exhaustion the next day.
	Boundary: Inform friend of availability and suggest alternative coping methods for their feelings.
	Communication: Hey, I care about you and want to support you, but late-night calls affect my sleep. Can we find a better time to connect?
	A: 
	0: I am a compassionate listener.
	1: I have a talent for problem-solving.
	2: I am resilient in the face of challenges.

	Text20: your strength that allows me to engage in activities I enjoy. Thank you for supporting me and carrying me through life's journey.


